Accessibility Wizard Links
Setting Windows options for people who are blind or have vision impairments
ToggleKeys: Hear Tones When Pressing Certain Keys - ToggleKeys is an accessibility
feature designed for people who have vision impairment or cognitive disabilities. Learn
how to use ToggleKeys in Windows XP.
High Contrast: Choose a High Contrast Color Combination to Improve Screen Resolution
- High Contrast color schemes can increase legibility for some users by heightening
screen contrast with alternative color combinations. Learn how to enable high contrast in
Windows XP.
Choose the Width and Blink Rate of the Cursor - Adjusting the cursor width and blink
rate makes it easier to see. Learn how to set the cursor width and blink rate in Windows
XP.
Use Large Icons - You can enlarge the icons on your screen to make them easier to see or
to access. Learn how to use large icons in Windows XP.
Choose Screen Resolution - For higher legibility of documents on screen, you can adjust
the screen resolution of your monitor. Learn how to adjust screen resolution in Windows
XP.
Choose a Pointer Scheme - You can choose a pointer schemea predefined set of mouse
pointers, such as Magnified or Windows Black (extra large)to increase visibility of the
mouse pointer on your screen. Learn how to choose a pointer scheme in Windows XP.
Display Pointer Trails - For better visibility of the mouse pointer, you can set Windows
XP to display pointer trails on Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screens. Learn how to
display pointer trails in Windows XP.
Hide the Pointer While Typing - For better visibility of your document while you work
especially if you use an enlarged mouse pointer or a pointer scheme, you can set
Windows XP to hide the mouse pointer while you type. Learn how to hide the pointer
while typing in Windows XP.
Show Location of Pointer - You can use a brief animation to help you quickly locate the
pointer on your screen while you work. Learn how to use this feature in Windows XP.
Ignore Colors, Font Styles, or Font Sizes Specified on Web Pages - Your color and style
selections can override those on a Web page if you set Internet Explorer 6 to ignore
colors, font styles, and font sizes specified on Web pages. Learn how to ignore Web
colors and fonts in Windows XP.
Format Web Pages Using a Custom Style Sheet - Advanced computer users can display
Web pages using their own custom style sheets to specify the default font style, size,
colors, and background for text and headings. Learn how to use style sheets in Windows
XP.
Select Text and Background Colors of Web Pages - To increase contrast between screen
elements, you can select text and background colors of Web pages displayed on your
screen. Learn how to select text and background colors with Windows XP.
Select Colors for Visited and Unvisited Links - Particular color choices make links easier
to see for some users, especially those who use highcontrast color schemes. Learn how to
select colors for visited and unvisited links on Web pages in Windows XP.

Select Hover Link Colors - You can choose a color to display links you pass over or point
to with the mouse pointer. This hover color and can help some people with vision or
cognitive impairments identify links on Web pages. Learn how to change hover colors in
Windows XP.
Select a Font Style for Web Pages that Do Not Have a Specified Text Font - You can
select a font style to be used in Web pages that do not have a specified text font. Learn
how to use this feature in Windows XP.
Always Expand ALT Text for Images - The ALT text is read by the text-to-speech engine
to describe images. Learn how to ensure that ALT text is not cut off if the amount of
ALT text is larger than the image in Windows XP.
Turn On or Turn Off Play Animations, Sounds, and Videos in Web Pages - Turning off
the ability to play animations, sounds, and videos will often improve the visual
experience for people who have low vision or who are sensitive to screen flashing. Learn
how to turn off or turn on these features in Windows XP.
Choose a Sound Scheme - Sound schemes can benefit people who rely on sounds to get
information from their computers including people who are blind or have other vision
impairments. Learn how to use sound schemes in Windows XP.
Assign a Sound to a System Event - Unique sounds help users who are blind navigate on
their computers. Learn how to use assign sounds in Windows XP.
Customize the Start Menu - The size of icons and number of items on the Start menu can
benefit people with vision impairments and cognitive/learning disorders. Learn how to
customize the Start menu in Windows XP.
Turn On and Use Narrator - Narrator is a Text-to-Speech utility for people who are blind
or have low vision. Learn how to turn on and use Narrator in Windows XP.
Set Narrator to Announce Events on the Screen - Narrator is a Text-to-Speech utility for
people who are blind or have low vision. Learn how to set Narrator to announce when
new windows are opened in Windows XP.
Set Narrator to Read Typed Characters - Narrator is a Text-to-Speech utility for people
who are blind or have low vision. Learn how to set Narrator to read typed characters
aloud in Windows XP.
Set Narrator to Move Mouse Pointer to the Active Item - Narrator is a Text-to-Speech
utility for people who are blind or have low vision. Learn how to set Narrator to move to
an active item and read it aloud in Windows XP.
Start Narrator Minimized - Narrator is a Text-to-Speech utility for people who are blind
or have low vision. Learn how to automatically start Narrator minimized so it's easily
accessible on the taskbar in Windows XP.
Set Narrator Voice Options - Narrator is a Text-to-Speech utility for people who are blind
or have low vision. Learn how to set Narrator voice options in Windows XP.
Turn On and Use Magnifier - Magnifier is a display utility that makes the computer
screen more readable by people. Learn how to turn on and use Magnifier in Windows
XP.
Change the Position of the Magnifier Window - Magnifier is a display utility that makes
the computer screen more readable by people. Learn how to change the position of the
Magnifier window in Windows XP.

Change the Size of the Magnifier Window - Magnifier is a display utility that makes the
computer screen more readable by people. Learn how to change the size of the Magnifier
window in Windows XP.
Invert the Colors of the Magnifier Window - Magnifier is a display utility that makes the
computer screen more readable. Learn how to invert the colors of the Magnifier window
in Windows XP.
Set the Magnifier Magnification Level - Magnifier is a display utility that makes the
computer screen more readable by people. Learn how to set the Magnifier magnification
level in Windows XP.
Set Magnifier Tracking Options - Magnifier is a display utility that makes the computer
screen more readable by people. Learn how to set Magnifier tracking options in Windows
XP.

